


Introduction

Thank you for your purchase of the Electric Scooter.  This scooter will provide you
with hours of fun and help you get some exercise, something we could all use.
The scooter is  an environmentally-friendly mode of transportation,  costs  only few
cents a day to operate and is completely portable with the quick fold mechanism. You
can store it in the car and take it with you on the train or bus!
Your scooter will work best when used upon smooth and flat terrain. You can always
assist  your  scooter  and your  overall  movement,  especially by push kicking like a
traditional push powered scooter. Please be sure to operate your scooter safely and be
aware of pedestrians. Be observant of all local and state laws involving scooter usage.
Pay attention to all safety warnings and cautions noted within this manual.

Important Notice
1. Please press the overload protection switch, so the power can be connected

before using the scooter.
2. Please ensure a full 12 hour charge when using the scooter for the first time,

otherwise the battery may fail.

     

1. Open the package, and spread out all of the parts needed to build the scooter. Check
    you have all the parts. 
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2. Insert the vertical bar into the front fork pipe, pushing the wire through the fork
    pipe.

3. Lock the vertical bar clamp tightly.
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4. Unscrew the bolt in the front wheel and put the front wheel inside of the front    
    fork. Fasten it with the bolt you removed from the front wheel, using the Allen      

keys.

 

5. Fit the side stand by fastening the three screws with the Allen key into the base of   
    the scooter.
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6. Insert the throttle wire through the wire hole and connect the throttle connector to
    the battery connector.

7. Push the connector into the rubber hole of the battery case.
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8. This ensures the connector is well protected.

9. Press the overload protection switch button so the power can be connected. When
    the scooter experiences overload or runs on a large slope, the protection switch will 
    kick in and turn the scooter off. Turn the power switch off, press the protection 
    switch and restart, or wait 10 seconds and press the protection switch to enable the 
    scooter to work again.
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10. To tighten or loosen the chain, you can loosen the rear wheel shaft by adjusting
      the jack bolt. Please adjust the chain so the rear wheel runs smoothly.

11. You may need to adjust the brake power off switch. If the rear wheel is worn, the
      brake will be less effective/immediate. To ensure the break is at optimum     
      performance, loosen the power off bolt, and move the switch forward until it cuts
     off the power efficiently when braking.
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12. Your scooter is now ready for its first 12 hour charge and, then, its first ride!
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SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCT 
NAME 

ELECTRIC
SCOOTER

MOTOR NO,/STYLE 24V/120W

ITEM NO. KASCTELORGA

KASCTELPNKA

RATE VOLTAGE(V) 24

L x W x H (MM) 770*375*970 RATE POWER (W) 120

WHEEL BASE
(MM)

625 RATE REV 2600

NET WEIGHT (KG) 9 RATE TORQUE(N.M) 0.44

RATE LOADING
CAPACITY 

≤70 BATTERY NO 12V/4.5A

FRONT
SUSPENSION

／ AMPERE(AH) 4.5

REAR
SUSPENSION

／ RATE VOLTAGE(V) 27-27.6

FRONT BRAKE ／ CHARGER NO HG6S240060

REAR BRAKE DRUM BRAKE INPUT VOLTAGE(V/HZ) 230V-50HZ

FRONT TIRE
（DIA)

145MM OUTPUT POWER(W) 18

REAR TIRE (DIA) 145MM FRONT  LIGHT ／
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Troubleshooting Guide

WARNING: DO NOT RIDE ON PUBLIC STREETS OR ROADS. 

ALWAYS WEAR AN APPROVED HELMET, EYE PROTECTION, 

SHOES AND APPROPRIATE SAFEFY GEAR.

THE SCOOTER IS DESIGNED FOR A SINGLE RIDER AND 

CARRIES 60KG.
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Problem Fault Reason Action

Motor does not start:

Rear wheel doesn’t turn:

Insufficient Range:

1. Batteries are not connected
2. Batteries are drained
3. Electrical fault

1. Broken chain
2. Motor problem

      1.  Batteries not fully charged
      2.  Hilly terrain
      3.  Popping sound on accelerating
      4.  Damaged or old batteries

      1.   Check connectors
      2.   Charge battery
      3.   Check all connectors

1. Release throttle and wait 
for the scooter to cool

2. Rider needs to assist 
more by push kicking to 
start

1. Charge batteries
2. Push kick start more
3. Tighten chain
4. Replace batteries
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